
September-November 2022
Dear Churches and Friends,

Family

We were blessed to be able to spend Thanksgiving Day with our family in Texas.  We are counting down the 
days until we will all be together again for Christmas!  Samantha will be coming home from her first semester at 
Bible College in just a couple weeks!  Please pray as she makes the drive from Texas to Oklahoma alone. 

Ministry

Our trip to Brazil, Columbia, and Peru was a great success!  There is not enough room in this letter to explain 
all the difficulties we experienced on the way there and on the way back.  The delay in getting in country 
cancelled some secondary plans we had made, but God allowed us to recover some of that during the second 
week.  Bro. Hernandez had fallen 32 feet from a ladder a few days before our arrival and was trying to get to a 
hospital in Columbia for surgery so the Bruners were tasked with hosting us and leading the church anniversary 
conference.  It was a joy to have a group of hard workers to clean the church and do other things to ease the 
burden in the unexpected situation.  Our sending Pastor preached great messages for the 18th anniversary 
of Igreja Batista Emanuel in Tabatinga, Brazil.  Visitors came and souls were saved that weekend.  We had 
multiple times where we passed out tracts freshly stamped with the church’s information.  With the help of 
baggage capacity and labor from another group, we were able to bring 8000 John/Romans into the country.  We 
stamped them with church information and were able to hand all of them out near the cemetery during the ‘Day 
of the Dead’.  It was amazing to run out of scriptures so fast, but sad that we could have handed out so many 
more.  A highlight of the trip for me was surveying a potential property for the new Bible college.  It is 6 acres 
with a house and immense potential to be a huge producer of Godly servants for all three countries that come 
together in that area.  I also had the privilege of preaching the midweek service prior to leaving the next day.
Finally, having taken 3 teens and 1 layman, we are very encouraged by the testimonies of God working in the 
hearts of these who have now seen a foreign mission field with their own eyes.

We are rapidly closing in on the deadline for VBS Express this year.  The items will need to be collected by 
January 2, 2023 so that they can be packaged and transported to Masnfield, TX to be shipped to the works in the 
Philippines.  Our greatest needs include rulers, 24-count packages of crayons, glue sticks and scissors.  If you 
have any questions, or would like to know specific amounts needed, please let us know. 

Prayer Requests

Please pray for the Brazillian Bible college.  Pray for the money to be raised and for God to grant favor in the 
eyes of the current owners.  Please contact me for more information on the progress of this project.

For the Great Commission,

The Bingham Family


